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A long superordinate cycle has ended with the eclipses of sun and moon. 

This superordinate cycle was divided into many, often almost mostly nested smaller cycles and 

phases. Material transfer and the creation of space in the halls of the conscious and embodied being 

have played a formative role in all life in this wheel of incarnation.  

Many facets show this change - in yourself, in the mirror or resonance of your environment, in 

geographical and collective form change - in the consciousness of every biosphere.  

But the actual work begins NOW. The cosmic heart power - Pure Love - Cassiopeia's was encoded in 

the night from 16/7 to 17/7 (exactly 10 days before the beginning of the new Galactic Year Circle). It 

flows with all-encompassing love true heart power into the chaos, the confusion of the human soul. 

A stream of light with Qualia of meltdown, which causes the crusts and wounds of the human self, 

your divine temple of the Higher Self, to spring forth.  

A hyperlumination of cosmic forces can trigger high sensitivity more than ever, which in turn is 

expressed in different states. The more centered you are with this knowledge in the depth, the more 

easily you get to the root of your temple, the easier the ice floes (heart stumbles, organ pains, 

intestines, extremities = grounding of the reality of your soul which pushes into the matter) of the 

embodied existence break open. There is already everything in you that is needed to especially adapt 

the human embodiment to the great cosmic evolutionary embodiment of your Milky Way. Quite 

chaotic emotional fields in being are therefore not an unusual expression of your soul. It finds its way 

over a large amount of confusion to the surface outer surface and indicates where pro - bleme (PRO- 

FOR YOU-bleme, difficult to solve subtle tasks) are sitting in the memory of the subconscious. 

Kassiopeia's encoding has parallel triggered a cosmic south-west current which in turn has the 

battalions EE Gabriel, EE Michael, EE Raphael working from now into the future.  

The southern current - fire element - accompanies EE Gabriel, holds the crystalline heart powers, 

grace of creation penetrates deep into the astral body to receive the true spirit, the true power of 

love and devotion in blazing flames.  



The western current accompanies EE Raphael's battalion, which forms a symbiosis with the sun to act 

on the etheric body and the element of water. It is the Holy Will in the now and for the future of all 

evolutionary layers of true life to flow into the shells of your mother sphere of Gaias/Terra and into 

your limbs. From this new actions are born second by second, materialized building blocks of 

creation to the New Epoch Plane in the cosmic interstellar cycle of your solar system and all beings 

living therein.  

The primal forces of thinking, feeling, wanting - consciousness, mental, will - of the interstellar 

aspects of creation anchor in the planetary state of Gaia and the complex human embodiment with 

fresh new loving floods of knowledge which until a few days ago were hardly imaginable. Much more 

easily fauna and flora react here they have their connection to the big picture always in the flow of 

life of all that is kept and thus slide more easily into the new vibrational plane of all evolution. 

EE Michael sublimely vibrates the sceptre of coordination around the Trinity Unity of Spirit Soul Body 

- which has always been present in the codons - in the inner universe of each individual in itself to 

the new greatness of human nature, connecting the three points past, present, future to unity. 

Kassiopeia's daughter the alchemist (pharmacist of the universe)Andromeda - the bigger sister of the 

Milky Way offers support in her halls for healing the traumas of the present home galaxy. Macro - 

like microcosmic also the last expression of your BEING the body temple. 

Particularly moving experiences in the space time/ dimensional suspension, the comprehension of 

transcendence is possible in the night hours between 00.00 and 4.00 am - now at the beginning of 

the Dog Days - 22/7 - alignment of vibrations for the new Galactic Year - and the great Lion Portal 

(Sirius Portal is the first portal of a new Galactic Year Circle). 

"With the attention to my deep blue shining light you can connect with me and the circulating unity 

of the feminine power of the heart and the motherly love - feel the vastness, the greatness of all that 

is - LOVE" - Cassiopeia  

Remember the real work, the shaping of your being has begun with the lunar eclipse event. New 

current - new life - new matter - new aeon - new bliss begins in and with yourself weaving with all 

that is - EE Michael  

J.A. 
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Thank you for your attention and do you feel the impulse to support this space? You will find the 

opportunity in the Menuleist to 

 


